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1 Introduction
Arguably the simplest interacting gauge theory in four dimensions is N = 4 Super Yang-
Mills (SYM). Studying this theory has led to an explosion of important theoretical devel-
opments, such as holography (AdS/CFT) and integrability in the planar limit, see [2] for
a review of the latter. In parallel, it has helped the development of on-shell techniques,
reviewed in [3, 4], which are extremely ecient for the computation of amplitudes.
In addition, the action of N = 4 SYM admits a formulation in twistor space [5] in
terms of a single supereld A; see [6] for a review. In contrast to the usual space-time
action, which contains only cubic and quartic vertices, the twistor action is a perturbation
around the self-dual point of the theory and contains an innite sum of interaction vertices
of increasing valency. At rst glance, this might seem to complicate things. However,
choosing a specic axial gauge and inserting on-shell external states directly into these
vertices, one immediately obtains all tree-level MHV (super) amplitudes [7], which shows
that the twistor action does repackage the interactions in a more economical way. More
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generic NkMHV amplitudes are then built from k + 1 of these vertices and k twistor-
space propagators [6, 8]. Furthermore, it was shown in [9] and [10] that the integrand of
a planar scattering amplitude corresponds to the planar integrand of a supersymmetric
Wilson loop in twistor space. However, not only has the twistor-space formalism been
successfully employed for the computation of amplitudes [6, 8, 11{13] and the dual light-
like Wilson loop expectation values [9, 14, 15], but recently [16, 17] it was also applied
for the computation of correlation functions of certain gauge-invariant local composite
operators (or composite operators, for short).
Dealing with composite operators O in twistor space, however, is subtle [1]. Since a
point x in Minkowski space corresponds to a line in twistor space, gauge invariance requires
that the component elds of O, placed on dierent twistors on the line, be connected by
the parallel propagator U for the gauge connection A. Given that U is a path-ordered
exponential of A, it contains innitely many terms. This turns out to be a simplication
rather than a complication for the computation of the MHV form factors of the composite
operator, since expanding U in terms of A directly generates all the terms needed for the
emission of an arbitrary number of positive helicity gluons. Hence, twistor space does for
form factors exactly what it also does for amplitudes, namely package the MHV objects
neatly into a simple expression. However, in order to obtain all interactions of the operators
at MHV level, e.g. also the splitting of a scalar into two anti-fermions, these terms have to
be included in the twistor-space description of the composite operators as well.
Let us now introduce the form factors in more detail. They can be thought of as a
bridge between the on-shell amplitudes and the o-shell correlation functions. Letting pi
with p2i = 0 be the momenta of the on-shell states, and q with q
2 6= 0 the momentum of
the operator O, the form factor is dened as the expectation value of O with n on-shell
states i:
FO(11 ; : : : ; nn ; q) =
Z
d4x
(2)4
e iqx h1(p1)   n(pn) j O(x) j 0i : (1.1)
Form factors in N = 4 SYM have received increasing attention in recent years, both at
weak coupling [18{39] and at strong coupling [40{42]; see [43] for a review. In comparison
to amplitudes, however, where all tree-level expressions [44] as well as the unregularized
integrands of all loop-level expressions [45] have been found, much less is known for form
factors. All tree-level form factors are known only for the operators of the stress-tensor
supermultiplet [32]. Apart from that, expressions for n-point form factors exist only at
MHV level for operators of the SU(2) subsector and twist-two operators of the SL(2)
subsectors [27]. Tree-level form factors for general composite operators are known only for
the minimal non-trivial particle multiplicity [33].
The goal of this article is to systematize and extend the framework introduced in [1]
to describe all composite operators of N = 4 SYM in twistor space. Then, upon insert-
ing external on-shell particles, we produce all tree-level MHV (super) form factors of the
theory. We start by reviewing the construction of composite operators in space-time in
section 2. Then, in section 3, we extend the idea proposed in [1] of the Wilson loop as a
generating object for the operator vertex to all composite operators. Finally, in section 4,
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we insert momentum eigenstates into these operator vertices found from the Wilson loop
construction. In this way, we derive closed expressions rst for all minimal tree-level MHV
form factors and then also for all n-point tree-level MHV form factors. Note that through-
out this paper we consider all amplitudes and form factors to be color-ordered and super.
We conclude in section 5 with a brief outlook on future research, while three appendices
contain details of the Wilson loop in our construction, instructive examples of operator
vertices and the detailed derivation of the n-point MHV form factors.
2 Twistor space and composite operators in space-time
Before constructing the twistor-space vertices for all composite operators and computing
their MHV form factors, let us rst review how the twistor action yields all MHV amplitudes
in subsection 2.1. We then recall the form of the composite operators in space-time in
subsection 2.2.
2.1 Amplitudes in twistor space
We start with chiral Minkowski superspace M4j8, in which eight Gramann variables a
are attached to each point x _ in Minkowski space with ; _ 2 f1; 2g, a 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g. In
parallel, we have supertwistor space CP3j4, whose elements are called supertwistors and
are written as Z = (;  _; a), where the a are Gramann parameters. Each point (x; )
in M4j8 corresponds to a unique projective line in supertwistor space given by the set of
supertwistors
Zx() = (; ix _; ia) ;  2 CP1 : (2.1)
For brevity, we will denote this line in CP3j4 by x instead of (x; ).
The twistor action is written using a single connection supereld A. This supereld is
expanded in the Gramann parameters a as
A(Z) = g+ + a  a + 1
2
abab +
1
3!
abc dabcd + 
1234g  ; (2.2)
where the components elds g; : : : do not depend on . The twistor action is the sum
of two parts S1 + S2, where S1, introduced in [46], describes the self-dual part and S2 is
referred to as the interaction part [7]. In a specic axial gauge, called the CSW gauge, the
cubic term in S1 vanishes and all interactions indeed come from the S2 part of the action.
Expanding S2 gives
S2 =  g
2
YM
4
Z
M4j8
d4z d8
(2)4
1X
n=1
1
n
Z
(CP1)n
D1D2   Dn
Tr
 A(1)    A(n)
h12i    hn 1nihn1i ; (2.3)
where hiji = ij = i j, Di  hidii2i and A(i)  A(Zz(i)). In our conven-
tions,  =  _
_ and 12 = 21 = 1.
As every propagator increases the MHV degree by one, the n-point MHV amplitudes
are directly obtained from the corresponding summands in (2.3), see [7]. In order to
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obtain these amplitudes, one simply inserts external on-shell momentum states. In twistor
language, they are written as
AP(Z) = 2i
Z
C
ds
s
es([p]+fg) 2(s   p) ; (2.4)
see [8, 47]. In (2.4), we used [0] =  _ _
_0
_ =  _
0 _, fg = aa as well as 2() =
1(1)
1(2) with 
1(z) = 12idz
@
 
1
z

being the  function on the complex plane. We denote
the on-shell supermomenta in terms of super-spinor-helicity variables as P = (p _; a) 
(p; p _; a).
1 Inserting the on-shell states (2.4) into the nth summand of (2.3) and taking
into account the n ways of cyclically attaching them yields the tree-level n-point MHV
amplitude:
A MHV(P1; : : : ;Pn) = n
Z
d4zd8
(2)4
1
n
Z
D1   DnAP1(Zz(1))    AP1(Zz(n))h1ni    hn1i
=
Z
d4zd8
(2)4
eiz
Pn
j=1 pj ~pj+i
Pn
j=1 pjj
h12i    h(n  1)nihn1i =
4j8(
Pn
i=1 Pi)Qn
k=1hk(k + 1)i
;
(2.5)
with hiji  hpipji. We remark that the integrations over sk from the denition of
APk(Zz(k)) as well as over its corresponding k eectively cancels sk and replaces k ! pk,
 _k ! iz _pk; and ak ! iapk; due to the 2 function and the parametrization (2.1).
Here and in the rest of this paper, we have moreover dropped the explicit specication of
the integration range.
In this paper, we nd a similar result for the tree-level MHV form factors of all com-
posite operators.
2.2 Composite operators
Let us now explain how composite operators are constructed in Minkowski space-time; see
e.g. [48, 49] for reviews. In the planar limit, it is sucient to look at single-trace operators
O. Denoting the covariant derivative by D and suppressing indices for the time being,
these operators are constructed by tracing over products of covariantly transforming elds
DkiAi with ki = 0; 1; 2; : : : placed at the same space-time point x:
O(x) = Tr

Dk1A1(x)D
k2A2(x)   DkLAL(x)

: (2.6)
The elds Ai are taken from the set of the six scalars ab, the four fermions ( bcd) =
abcd 
d
, the four anti-fermions
 a _ and the eld strength F . By contracting with the
Pauli matrices  _, we can get rid of the ;  indices and will henceforth only use the spinor
ones  and _. The eld strength is thus split into a self-dual and an anti-self-dual part as
F(
) _(
) _ /  _ _F +  F _ _ : (2.7)
1Note that  2 CP1 is a coordinate in position twistor space that is integrated over in each vertex,
while p is one of the spinor-helicity variables of momentum space. Although being conceptually dierent
quantities, their values are being related when inserting the momentum eigenstate (2.4) as discussed below.
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When considering covariant derivatives D _ that act on the elds, we use the equations
of motion of the elds, the denition of the eld strength and the Bianchi identity for the
eld strength to replace any antisymmetric combination of the spinor indices , _ by a
product of terms that are individually fully symmetric in the spinor indices. All composite
operators can therefore be built from the following set of elds:
DkA 2 fD(1 _1   Dk _k F _k+1 _k+2); D(1 _1   Dk _k  _k+1)a; D(1 _1   Dk _k)ab;
D(1 _1   Dk _k k+1)abc; D(1 _1   Dk _kFk+1k+2)g ; (2.8)
where the parentheses denote symmetrization in the spinor indices , _ and the elds are
antisymmetric in the avor indices a. These elds form an irreducible representation of
the symmetry algebra psu(2; 2j4), the so-called singleton representation VS. They form the
spin chain of N = 4 SYM.
In practice, the explicit symmetrization of the spinor indices can be quite cumber-
some. This can be circumvented by introducing a light-like polarization vector t _ =  _.
Moreover, we include a Gramann variable a which combines with t to form the superpo-
larization vector T = (;  _; a). We can then write the elds in (2.8) as
DkA 2 f+ 1 : : : k  _1 : : :  _k+2 D1 _1   Dk _k F _k+1 _k+2 ;
+ 1 : : : k  _1 : : :  _k+1a D1 _1   Dk _k  _k+1a;
  1 : : : k  _1 : : :  _k ab D1 _1   Dk _kab;
  1 : : : k+1 _1 : : :  _k abc D1 _1   Dk _k k+1abc;
+ 1 : : : k+2 _1 : : :  _k abcdD1 _1   Dk _kFk+1k+2abcdg ;
(2.9)
where Fk+1k+2abcd =
1
4!abcdFk+1k+2 . Note that an independent superpolarization vec-
tor can be chosen for each eld DkiAi of (2.6), i.e. at each site of the spin chain. The
expressions (2.8) can be recovered by taking suitable derivatives of (2.9) with respect to
the superpolarization vector. For example,
D(1 _1   Dk _k)ab =
1
k!k!2!
@
@1
   @
@k
@
@ _1
   @
@ _k
@
@a
@
@b
( 1)1 : : : k  _1 : : :  _kcdD1 _1   Dk _kcd :
(2.10)
We will see in the next section how the operators built from (2.9) can be constructed using
the twistor-space formalism.
3 Construction of composite operators in twistor space
In this section, we construct space-time-local composite operators from non-local ones in
twistor space. Our method is very physical and involves the shrinking of suitably decorated
Wilson loops. The underlying rationale is that composite operators are traces of products
of the irreducible elds (2.9), which we imagine being linked by (innitesimal) ux lines.
We have already communicated the resulting expression for the scalar eld ab in twistor
space in [1]. In this paper, we give considerable additional detail for our construction. Fur-
thermore, we derive the vertices for all irreducible elds (2.9), and hence for all composite
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Figure 1. A supersymmetric n-gonal Wilson loop in position space and its twistor space analogue.
operators. Concretely, we obtain these by applying derivatives to a Wilson loop in twistor
space and taking the limit where the Wilson loop becomes a point in Minkowski space, i.e.
a line in twistor space.
3.1 Wilson loops in twistor space
Let us start by constructing a Wilson loop in twistor space. For this, we take a set of n
points in Minkowski superspace f(xi; i)gni=1 such that xi 1 and xi are light-like separated
for all i and xn = x0. Due to this light-like separation, any pair of the associated successive
lines xi 1 and xi in twistor space intersects in a twistor, which we denote by Zi. It turns out
that constructing an appropriate light-like Wilson loop that will satisfy our requirements
is not straightforward. The precise geometry of the Wilson loop we will use will be hinted
at later in subsection 3.3 and is explained in detail in appendix A. For our current purpose,
however, it is sucient to consider the simplied construction and notation; see gure 1.
It is written as
W(x1; : : : ; xn) = Tr (Ux1(Z1;Z2)Ux2(Z2;Z3)   Uxn(Zn;Z1)) ; (3.1)
where Uxi(Zi;Zi+1) is the parallel propagator connecting the supertwistors Zi and Zi+1
on the line xi in CP3j4. Its expression is given by a path-ordered exponential [10], which
can be expanded as
Uxi(Zi;Zi+1) = 1 +
1X
m=1
Z hii+1iD~1   D~m
hi~1ih~1~2i    h~mi+1i
A(Zxi(~1))    A(Zxi(~m)) : (3.2)
We often write Uxi(i; i+1)  Uxi(Zi;Zi+1), where it is understood that Zi = Zxi(i) and
Zi+1 = Zxi(i+1).
3.2 From Wilson loops to local composite operators
Let us now explain how to obtain the vertices for composite operators in space-time from
the Wilson loops (3.1). The crucial idea is to act on the Wilson loop with derivative
operators with respect to the superspace coordinates xi and i.
For the current discussion, it is sucient to concentrate on a specic edge of the loop,
i.e. we just look at only one of the parallel propagators Uxi(i; 
0
i) of (3.1). In anticipation
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of notation to be introduced in appendix A, we write 0i = i+1. Taking a derivative with
respect to the superspace coordinates xi and i of a parallel propagator Uxi inserts a twistor
eld A in the middle of it. To be more precise, acting on the parallel propagator with the
derivative with respect to ai gives [50]
@
@ai
Uxi(i; 
0
i) = i
Z
D~hi0ii
hi~ih~0ii
Uxi(i;
~)~
@A(~)
@ ~a
Uxi(
~; 0i) ; (3.3)
while acting with its bosonic sibling leads to2
@
@x _i
Uxi(i; 
0
i) = i
Z
D~hi0ii
hi~ih~0ii
Uxi(i;
~)~
@A(~)
@~ _
Uxi(
~; 0i) : (3.4)
We now demonstrate how to produce the eld content (2.9) of N = 4 SYM from the
above derivatives, using the scalar eld as an example. In order to obtain the operator
vertex of [1] for  =  abab from the parallel propagator, we rst act with two derivative
operators. This can be easily shown to yield the expression
@2Uxi(i; 
0
i)
@ai @
b
i
= i2
Z
D~1
hi0ii
hi~1ih~10ii
Uxi(i;
~1)~1~1
@2A(~1)
@ ~a1@ ~
b
1
Uxi(
~1; 
0
i) (3.5)
+ i2
Z
D~1D~2hi0ii
h~1ih~1~2ih~20ii
Uxi(i;
~1)~1
@A(~1)
@ ~a1
 Uxi(~1; ~2)~2
@A(~2)
@ ~b2
Uxi(
~2; 
0
i) 

$ 
a$ b

:
To extract the scalar eld  from this, we need to get rid of the ,  indices and also
keep the expression homogeneous in i and 
0
i of degree 0. This can be achieved by
contracting (3.5) with
i 
0
i
hi0ii
: (3.6)
We also contract with the fermionic polarization vectors  ai bi to remove the Gramann
indices. Furthermore, as we want to use these elds to construct local composite operators,
we have to take the limit where all space-time points go to the same point x, see gure 2.
The resulting expression should only depend on the point x in space-time and not on the
geometry of the Wilson loop that we used to construct it. In particular, it should not
depend on the coordinates i and 
0
i of the corners of the loop. This independence can be
achieved by taking the limit i k 0i, and we choose the normalization such that 0i ! i.
However, this comes with a potential problem. Specically, suppose we act with derivatives
on each edge of the loop of gure 1 and then take the limit such that i ! i+1 for each i.
Then, in this limit, the geometry would be somewhat ill-dened, since at least two dierent
twistors are needed to dene a line in twistor space. To go around this issue, we add extra
edges to the loop, which we describe in full detail in section 3.3 and appendix A.
2Strictly speaking, (3.4) is incomplete. For an o-shell eld, the derivative obtains an extra term
proportional to , the conjugate of . However, this term vanishes when one inserts an on-shell external
state and can therefore be discarded. We thank Lionel Mason for discussion on this point.
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Figure 2. This gure sketches the limit procedure which sends the light-like Wilson loop to a point
x, or in twistor space, to a line. The details are considerably more complicated, see appendix A.
We call the limit of shrinking the Wilson loop to a point and i ! 0i the operator
limit and write it as 7! . Taking this limit, we nd that3
lim7!
"
  

i 
0
i

hi0ii
ai 
b
i
@2Uxi(i; 
0
i)
@ai @
b
i
#
=0
=  
Z
D~1 Ux(i; ~1)
a
i 
b
i
@2A(~1)
@ ~a1@ ~
b
1
Ux(~1; i)=0
+2
Z
D~1D~2
h~1~2i
Ux(i; ~1)
a
i
@A(~1)
@ ~a1
Ux(~1; ~2)
b
i
@A(~2)
@ ~b2
Ux(~2; i)=0 (3.7)
= hx(i)W(x)hx(i)
 1 ;
where we set  = 0 (this sets the Gramann parameters  to zero after taking the deriva-
tives, because we are only interested in the ab component) and have dened
W(x) =  
Z
Dh 1x ()
a
i 
b
i
@2A()
@a@b
hx()=0
+2
Z
DD0h 1x ()
a
i
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
b
i
@A(0)
@0b
hx(
0)=0 :
(3.8)
Here, hx() is the frame on x that trivializes the connection A along the line x and hence
ensures that traces of products of (3.7) are gauge invariant [50]. It is related to the parallel
propagator Ux as
Ux(; ~) = hx()hx(~)
 1 : (3.9)
The expression W(x) in (3.8) perfectly agrees with the proposed vertex Wab(x) of [1] upon
taking the derivatives 12
@2
@ai @
b
i
as prescribed in (2.10). It will turn out to be convenient to
combine the double derivative together with the prefactor (3.6) into an object which we
call the forming operator F of the eld :
F =  
0
h0i

  ia @
@a

  ib @
@b

: (3.10)
3In the third term of (3.5), we used the Schouten identity and the Gramannian nature of ai , 
b
i to nd
the same result as from the second term.
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Hence, with all the denitions, we can write
lim7!F Ux(; 0)=0 = hx()W(x)hx() 1 : (3.11)
3.3 Our construction
We have seen how to construct a vertex for the scalar eld ab by taking two derivatives
of the Wilson loop (3.1). Similarly, we nd the vertices for all other elds of N = 4
SYM by taking various combinations of derivatives of Uxi with respect to xi and i. We
call the combination of the derivatives determining the type of eld together with the
contraction (3.6) and the superpolarization vector the forming operator of the specic
eld. Let us now state the forming operators for the complete eld content of N = 4 SYM
shown in (2.9):
FDkiAi =  
i 
0
i

hi0ii
   ii  _i @i; _ki
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
( i _i @i; _)( i
_
i @i; _) for Ai =
F
( i _i @i; _)( iai @i;a) for Ai =  
( iai @i;a)( ibi @i;b) for Ai = 
( iai @i;a)( ibi @i;b)( ii ci @i;c) for Ai =  
( iai @i;a)( ibi @i;b)( ii ci @i;c)2 for Ai = F
;
(3.12)
where we used the abbreviations
@i; _  @
@x _i
; @i;a  @
@ai
: (3.13)
In general, the geometry of the light-like Wilson loop in twistor space should allow us
to take derivatives at position xi in the direction of ti and to take an operator limit where
the spinor intersections i and 
0
i coincide and are proportional to i. The latter condition
is necessary as it must not make a dierence which derivatives in (3.12) are contracted with
i and which with i and 
0
i. In appendix A, we elaborate more on the requirements which
the Wilson loop must satisfy. For now, suce it to say that a Wilson loop that does the
job for the composite operator of L irreducible elds is a \cogwheel" which has 3L corners
in position space or equivalently 3L edges in twistor space, see gure 3.4 We refer also to
gure 4 for details about the parametrization of the Wilson loop.
Finally, the operator O(x) is obtained by acting on the Wilson loopW with the forming
operator F and then shrinking the loop to a point. As we wrote in 3.2, we denote this
operator limit by 7! , and hence write for the (vertex of the) composite operator:
WO(x) = lim7!FOW=0 : (3.14)
4The number 3L of edges does the job for general operators, but it might not be the minimal number
with this property. For special operators, less edges do in fact suce. However, adding more edges is always
possible and increases the complexity of the calculation only mildly while leaving the result for the operator
vertex invariant.
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Figure 3. Composite operators of L irreducible elds are obtained from cogwheel Wilson loops of
3L vertices that have 3L edges in twistor space.
The resulting vertices for each eld in the composite operator are of the general form
WDkiAi(x) =
Z
Dih
 1
x (i)
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
hiiiki ( _i @i; _)ki+2 A(i) for Ai = F
hiiiki ( _i @i; _)ki+1(ai @i;a) A(i) for Ai =  
hiiiki ( _i @i; _)ki (ai @i;a)2A(i) for Ai = 
hiiiki+1( _i @i; _)ki (ai @i;a)3A(i) for Ai =  
hiiiki+2( _i @i; _)ki (ai @i;a)4A(i) for Ai = F
9>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>;
hx(i)
+terms at least quadratic in A ; (3.15)
where we used the abbreviations
@i; _  @
@ _i
; @i;a  @
@ai
: (3.16)
In addition to the explicitly shown terms, the vertices contain further terms which are at
least quadratic in the eld A. They have partial derivatives with respect to  and  act on
up to ki+2, ki+2, ki+2, ki+3 and ki+4 dierent A, respectively. The higher order terms
are straightforward to obtain using the product rule. The previously treated example of
the scalar eld was already given in (3.8). We give further explicit examples of vertices for
elds in appendix B.
The vertex for an operator O(x) = Tr(Dk1A1(x)   DkLAL(x)) is then given by
WO(x) = Tr(WDk1A1(x)   WDkLAL(x)) ; (3.17)
where the frames hx and inverse frames h
 1
x in (3.15) combine to parallel propagators Ux
according to (3.9).
Note that we can also refrain from setting  = 0 to obtain the vertex for the chiral
part of a supermultiplet of which O is the lowest component.
4 MHV form factors
Having constructed the vertices for all composite operators, we can use them to derive
their tree-level MHV form factors. This also serves as a cross check of our construction.
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4.1 All minimal form factors
As a warm-up, we rederive the minimal form factor of a generic operator from the eld
vertices (3.15). Taking the product of the respective terms, we nd that the frames hx and
inverse frames h 1x combine into parallel propagators Ux. At lowest valency, the parallel
propagator is simply 1 and we only require the terms explicitly shown in (3.15), so that
WTr(Dk1A1DkLAL)(x)

L-valent
=
LY
i=1
Z
Di
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
hiiiki ( _i @i; _)ki+2 for Ai = F
hiiiki ( _i @i; _)ki+1(ai @i;a) for Ai =  
hiiiki ( _i @i; _)ki (ai @i;a)2 for Ai = 
hiiiki+1( _i @i; _)ki (ai @i;a)3 for Ai =  
hiiiki+2( _i @i; _)ki (ai @i;a)4 for Ai = F
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
A(i)=0 ; (4.1)
where the product is understood to be ordered and A(i)  A(Zx(i)).
From the operator vertices (4.1), we can straightforwardly derive the minimal tree-level
position-space form factors FO(1; : : : ; L;x) by replacing the A(i) with the on-shell states
APj (i) (2.4). There are L distinct but cyclically related ways to planarly connect the L
A's in (4.1) to external (super)momentum eigenstates (2.4). They are entirely determined
by choosing to connect the eld 1 to the external eld j + 1, 2 to j + 2 and so on. The
integration over the spinors completely factorizes. As an example, consider the case F or
helicity one: the contributing factor is (dropping the superuous indices)Z
Dhik( _@ _)k+22i
Z
C
ds
s
es(
_p _+
aa) 2(s  p)=0
=
Z
C2
du1du2huik[p ]k+2 eix _up _ 2(u  p) = hpik[p ]k+2 eixp ; (4.2)
where we parametrized  = (1; u2), renamed s ! u1 and rescaled u2 ! u1u 12 . A sim-
ilar calculation for the other cases shows that the insertion of (2.4) and the subsequent
integration over si and i eectively replaces
i;  ! pi+j; ; @i; _  ! pi+j; _ ; @i;a  ! i+j;a (4.3)
in (4.1).
Finally, the minimal tree-level form factor in momentum space is obtained after Fourier
transforming:
FTr(Dk1A1DkLAL)(1; : : : ; L; q) =
Z
d4x
(2)4
e ixqFTr(Dk1A1:::DkLAL)(1; : : : ; L;x)
=
L 1X
j=0
LY
i=1
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
hipi+jiki [pi+ji]ki+2 for Ai = F
hipi+jiki [pi+ji]ki+1fii+jg for Ai =  
hipi+jiki [pi+ji]ki fii+jg2 for Ai = 
hipi+jiki+1[pi+ji]ki fii+jg3 for Ai =  
hipi+jiki+2[pi+ji]ki fii+jg4 for Ai = F
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
4
 
q 
LX
i=1
pi
!
: (4.4)
This result perfectly agrees with the result originally obtained in [33].
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For the minimal form factor of the operator O0 = 12 Tr(2ab) in [1], we nd by using the
change of basis (2.10) from (4.4):
FO0(1; 2; q) =
1
2
@2
@a1@
b
1
1
2
@2
@a2@
b
2
1
2
 f11g2f22g2 + f12g2f21g2 4 (q  p1   p2)
= 1a1b2a2b
4 (q  p1   p2) : (4.5)
Hence, the only possible outgoing states in this case are two scalars 1ab and 2ab and we
obtain the desired result.
4.2 All MHV form factors
Using the vertices constructed in section 3, we can also derive the general tree-level n-point
MHV form factors of the composite operators. We treated the example of the n-point MHV
form factor of the operator O0 = 12 Tr(2ab) in [1]. Let us now calculate the n-point MHV
form factor for a generic single-trace operator containing the elds in (2.9). We rst write
down the result and then present its derivation.
The n-point tree-level MHV form factor of a generic single-trace operator O (2.6) in
N = 4 SYM reads
FO(1; : : : ; n; q) =
4(q Pni=1 pi)Qn
i=1hi(i+ 1)i
X
fBa;bg
LY
j=1
hpBj;Nj pBj+1;1i
0@Nj 1Y
k=2
hjpBj;ki
1A
X
2SNj
fj(Bj;1)g    fj(Bj;nj )g[p(Bj;nj+1)j ]    [p(Bj;Nj )j ]
M(fBj;1; : : : ; Bj;Njg)!
+cyclic permutations :
(4.6)
We are using the following notation:
1. We denote by Ni the total number of indices _ and a of the eld D
kiAi in (2.9), which
is equal to the number of derivatives required to generate the eld DkiAi in (3.12).
Specically, for Ai = F ;  or , we have Ni = ki+2. Otherwise, Ni = ki+3 for A =  
and Ni = ki + 4 for Ai = F . Moreover, we denote by ni the number of indices a of
the eld DkiAi in (2.9), which is equal to the number of
@
@i
derivatives required to
generate the eld DkiAi in (3.12). Concretely, ni = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 for Ai =
F ;  ; ;  ; F ,
respectively.
2. The sum in (4.6) is over all sets fBi;j ji = 1; : : : ; L; j = 1; : : : ; Nig with 1  B1;1 
    B1;N1 <    < BL;1      BL;NL  n.
3. We denote by M(fBi;1; Bi;2; : : : ; Bi;Nig) the set of multiplicities of the entries in
the original set. For example, M(f2; 3; 3; 7; 9; 9; 9g) = f1; 2; 1; 3g. We dene
fa; b; c; : : : g! = a!b!c!    , for example M(f2; 3; 3; 7; 9; 9; 9g)! = 1!2!1!3! = 12. Note
that for ni = 0 or ni = Ni the sum over all permutations reduces to Ni! and the
total numeric prefactor in the second line of (4.6) becomes a multinomial coecient.
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Before we discuss the proof of (4.6), let us make some remarks. To start, we emphasize
that our result (4.6) is the rst complete computation of the MHV tree-level form factors
of all N = 4 SYM composite operators. In particular, (4.6) is consistent with all available
computations for specic operators | it agrees with the results of [21] for the operators in
the stress-tensor supermultiplet, with those of [27] for operators in the SU(2) sector and
those of [27] for twist-two operators in the SL(2) sector. Let see how (4.6) reduces to the
result for scalars in some more detail. For scalar elds, the second line in (4.6) reduces to
fiBi;1gfiBi;2g(Bi;1=Bi;2 + 2Bi;1 6=Bi;2) : (4.7)
Upon taking derivatives with respect to ai as specied in (2.10), one is essentially left with
the expression found in [27]. Moreover, we have checked a wide range of cases which are
not available in the literature using Feynman diagrams.
We can derive (4.6) in two dierent ways. The rst way closely follows our derivation
of the MHV form factor of O0 = 12 Tr(abab) in [1]. For every given eld Ai in (3.12),
we can apply the derivatives to the Wilson loop and perform the operator limit to obtain
the corresponding vertices, as was done for several examples in appendix B. We can then
insert external momentum eigenstates (2.4) and perform the Fourier transformation to
arrive at (4.6).5 The second way to derive (4.6) is to insert momentum eigenstates into
the Wilson loop vertex to compute the form factor of the Wilson loop, then act with the
derivatives and perform the operator limit in the end. The second derivation is given in
full detail in appendix C.
Finally, let us remark that one could also obtain form factors of the chiral parts of
the supermultiplets that contain the operator O as lowest component by taking a suitable
fermionic Fourier transformation with respect to  instead of setting it to zero in analogy
to what was done for the stress-tensor supermultiplet in [21].
5 Conclusion and outlook
In this paper, we have derived expressions for all gauge-invariant local composite opera-
tors of N = 4 SYM in twistor space and obtained all their tree-level MHV super form
factors, thus extending the formalism developed in [1]. In section 3, we have constructed
the twistor-space vertices of the composite operators from the cogwheel light-like Wilson
loops presented in appendix A. In section 4 and appendix C, we have shown that they
immediately generate all tree-level MHV form factors by simply inserting on-shell external
particles. In addition to providing an important new result, namely all the tree-level MHV
form factors of N = 4 SYM shown in (4.6), our calculations reveal a striking analogy
between form factors and amplitudes in twistor space.
In a forthcoming paper [51], we build further on the foundations laid in this paper by
extending the framework to tree-level NkMHV form factors. Starting from the cogwheel
5Heuristically, the MHV denominator in (4.6) stems from the combined parallel propagators U . The
second term stems from the numerators of the U 's between the dierent irreducible elds DkiAi. The third
term stems from the prefactors of the derivatives and the second line accounts for the combinatorics of
acting with the derivatives.
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Wilson loops, we use an inverse soft limit for the operator vertices which allows us to
compute form factors beyond MHV level in a similar fashion as amplitudes. In addition,
we will demonstrate that the formalism can be applied to correlation functions and in
particular to straightforwardly show the cancellation that was mentioned in [16].
There exists an interesting alternative to the twistor space formalism, the so-called
Lorentz harmonic chiral (LHC) superspace put forward in [52, 53]. It is, according to the
authors, conceptually simpler. Our results on composite operators reported in [1] have
recently been conrmed in [54] using the LHC. It would be very interesting to also put
the expanded results on composite operators in the current paper to a test. Even more
exciting would be a re-derivation of equation (4.6) in this formalism.
The methods used in this paper lend themselves to several possible further extensions.
A rst direction of future research would be to return to the original motivation of [16]
and to study the integrability of N = 4 SYM directly from twistor space. In particular,
(partial) Yangian symmetry and integrability have already been uncovered in tree-level
form factors [37] and it would be interesting to see whether twistor-space techniques can
be used to push that development further. In the intermediate steps of our derivation
of all MHV form factors, we have moreover calculated the form factors of our decorated
Wilson loops. Special kinematic limits of form factors of certain decorated Wilson loops in
space-time, namely light-ray operators, were previously studied in some subsectors in [55],
where they were related to the dual conformal invariance of the dilatation operator and to
an integrability-based construction of the one-loop eigenstates under renormalization. It
would be interesting to see this relation also in twistor space. In a related line of study,
one should investigate multiloop computations purely in twistor space. For this, one would
need to understand the line-splitting of [16] better, see also [56] for a discussion on this
point. Note that our Wilson loop already implements the line-splitting of [16]. Finally, one
could try to apply position twistor-space techniques to theories other than N = 4 SYM.
For scattering amplitudes, this was already done with momentum twistors starting in [57].
In [5], the problem of writing down the action of arbitrary N = 1 and N = 2 SYM in 4d
was in principle solved. It should therefore be possible to apply these results to compute
form factors using position-space twistors in those theories as well.
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Figure 4. The geometry of the light-like Wilson loop.
A Geometry of the Wilson loop
In this appendix, we present explicitly the geometry of the Wilson loop that is used in the
construction of the composite operators of section 3. Specically, we start with a list of
requirements that the Wilson loop needs to satisfy, then show our solution and nish with
the operator limit | the procedure that sends the Wilson loop to a point.
As explained in subsection 3.2, we need to make sure that the local operators do not
depend on the edges of the Wilson loop i or 
0
i after the loop has been shrunk. Moreover,
it must not matter which derivatives in (3.12) are contracted with i, which with 
0
i and
which with the polarization vectors i from (2.9). The solution is to shrink the Wilson loop
in such a way as to achieve i ! i and 0i ! i. This needs to be done for each edge of
the Wilson loop that is acted upon by derivatives. We thus see that we need to add extra
edges to the Wilson loop that will not be acted upon by derivatives, i.e. that will not carry
any irreducible elds (2.9). Were it not so, i.e. if we acted with derivatives on each edge of
the Wilson loop, then in the operator limit, all the corners of the loop would have to be
identical. This would then imply that we have just one independent supertwistor on the
loop in that limit, see gure 2, but we need to have at least two in order for the line x to
be well dened. Finally, we also need to be able to take derivatives of xi in the direction
i, i.e. to innitesimally vary xi in this direction without destroying the light-like nature
of the Wilson loop. This constraints the relative positions of the points neighboring xi.
The simplest Wilson loop geometry that we found involves 3L edges for a general
composite operator O of length L (2.6). The shape of our Wilson loop is reminiscent of
a cogwheel. Specically, we consider a light-like Wilson loop as shown in gure 3 with
3L points, or corners, in space-time. These points are labeled as xi, x
0
i and x
00
i with
i = 1; : : : ; L, see gure 4, and they are ordered as x01; x1; x001; : : : ; x0L; xL; x
00
L. The (super)
light-like condition implies that any two neighboring points (x; ) and (y; #) must satisfy
(x   y)2 = 0 and (x   y) _(   #) a = 0. For the cogwheel Wilson loop, we solve these
constraints as follows. We let (x; ) be the center of the loop and parametrize
x _i = x
 _ +mi m
_
i ; x
0
i
 _
= x _ + ni m
_
i ; x
00
i
 _
= x _ + ni+1 m
_
i ;
ai =  +m

i 
a
i ; 
0
i
a
=  + ni 
a
i ; 
00
i
a
=  + ni+1
a
i ;
(A.1)
where mi, mi and ni are complex spinors and i are Gramann parameters. Thus, (A.1)
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Figure 5. The variation of the Wilson loop has to preserve its light-like structure, thus constraining
the point xi to lie on the intersection of the two light cones emanating from xi 1 and xi+1, depicted
here in green.
ensures that the loop is light-like. We express the dierences between the points as
ii = x
0
i   xi = (ni  mi) mi ;
0i
0
i = xi   x00i = (mi   ni+1) mi ;
00i 
00
i = x
00
i   x0i+1 = ni+1( mi   mi+1) :
(A.2)
We can choose, up to rescaling, to satisfy the above equations via
i = ni  mi ; 0i = mi   ni+1 ; 00i = ni+1 ;
i = mi ; 
0
i = mi ;
00i = mi   mi+1 : (A.3)
The twistors that correspond to the intersection of the lines are then
x0i \ xi = Zi = (i; i(x+mi mi)i; i( +mii)i) ;
xi \ x00i = Z 0i = (0i; i(x+mi mi)0i; i( +mii)0i) ;
x00i \ x0i+1 = Z 00i = (00i ; i(x+ ni+1 mi)00i ; i( + ni+1i)00k) ;
(A.4)
where the index contractions are left implicit. Putting everything together, we write down
our cogwheel Wilson loops as
W(x01; x1; x001; : : : ; x0L; xL; x00L) = Tr
h
Ux01(Z 00L;Z1)Ux1(Z1;Z 01)Ux001 (Z 01;Z 001 )
Ux02(Z 01;Z2)Ux2(Z1;Z 01)Ux002 (Z 01;Z 002 )   
  Ux0L(Z
00
L 1;ZL)UxL(ZL;Z 0L)Ux00L(Z
0
L;Z 00L)
i
;
(A.5)
cf. gure 4. We act on this Wilson loop with derivatives, as in (3.3), but only on the
unprimed edges.
In order to implement operators with covariant derivatives, we need to consider in-
nitesimal variations of the loop, specically of the points xi. To preserve the light-like
nature of the loop at rst order, see gure 5, the variations need to be of the type
xi = aii
0
i + bi
0
i
i =
 
ai(ni  mi) + bi(mi   ni+1)

mi  ciii ; (A.6)
where ai, bi and ci are arbitrary innitesimal parameters. The spinors i and i are identi-
ed as the polarization vectors (2.9). Equation (A.6) can be used to solve for mi, ni and
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Figure 6. This gure illustrates the operator limit for L = 3. To visualize the process a bit better,
as a rst step, we set i = 
0
i = i while bringing the xi closer to each other. The second step then
just sends all xi to x and 
00
i ! n.
mi as functions of i and i. There are clearly many solutions, but as we are only interested
in them in the limit in which the Wilson loop shrinks to a point, we shall abstain from
presenting them here.
We now want to discuss how the loop is to be shrunk to a point, i.e. the operator
limit. With that goal in mind, we rst rescale the spinors mi, mi and ni by u. For the
intersection twistors Zi = (i; i; i) of (A.4), this has the eect
i ! ui ; i ! i(x+ u2mi mi)ui ; i ! i( + u2mii)ui ; (A.7)
and similarly for the Z 0i and Z 00i . Since the twistors are projective quantities, the overall u
is irrelevant. Hence, rescaling the Zi leaves the i invariant, and in the limit u! 0 we get
Zi ! (i; ixi; ii) ; Z 0i ! (0i; ix0i; i0i) ; Z 00i ! (00i ; ix00i ; i00i ) ; (A.8)
i.e. all the intersection twistors lie on the same line. The above limit does not yet realize
i k 0i k i. This can be achieved by setting all spinors ni = n to be equal. Due to (A.3)
and (A.6), this sets i, 
0
i and i equal up to rescaling and we choose them to be equal.
Summarizing, we have in the operator limit:
i ! i ; 0i ! i ; 00i ! n : (A.9)
In addition, due to (A.6), in the operator limit we have
i = mi   n ; i = mi : (A.10)
We illustrate the operator limit geometrically in gure 6.
B Operator vertices
In this appendix, for the convenience of the reader, we have worked out the results of
applying the derivative operators (3.12) and the operator limit (A.8), (A.9) to obtain the
eld vertices WDkiAi(x) in several explicit examples. Multiplying them together according
to (3.17) leads to the corresponding operator vertices.
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For an anti-fermion, written as  =  _a  a _(x), the eld vertex reads
W  =
Z
Dh 1x ()
_a
@2A()
@a@ _
hx()
+
Z
DD0h 1x ()
a@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
_@A(0)
@0 _
hx(
0)
+
Z
DD0h 1x ()
_@A()
@ _
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
a@A(0)
@0a
hx(
0) :
(B.1)
The anti-self-dual part of the eld strength F =  _
_ F _ _(x) has the vertex
W F =
Z
Dh 1x ()
_
_ @
2A()
@ _@ _
hx()
+ 2
Z
DD0h 1x ()
_@A()
@ _
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
_ @A(0)
@0 _
hx(
0) :
(B.2)
The vertex of a fermion  =  abc abc(x) is
W =  
Z
Dh 1x ()hiabc
@3A()
@a@b@c
hx()
  3
Z
DD0h 1x ()hiab
@2A()
@a@b
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
c@A(0)
@0c
hx(
0)
  3
Z
DD0h 1x ()
a@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0ibc @
2A(0)
@0b@0c
hx(
0)
+ 6
Z
DD0D00h 1x ()
a@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0ib
 @A(
0)
@0b
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i 
c@A(00)
@00c
hx(
00) : (B.3)
The vertex of the self-dual part of the eld strength F = abcdFabcd(x) equals
WF =
Z
Dh 1hi2abcd @
4A()
@a@b@c@d
h
+ 6
Z
DD0h 1hiab @
2A()
@a@b
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0icd @
2A(0)
@0c@0d
h0
  4
Z
DD0h 1hi2abc @
3A()
@a@b@c
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
d@A(0)
@0d
h0
  4
Z
DD0h 1a
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0i2bcd @
3A(0)
@0b@0c@0d
h0
  12
Z
DD0D00h 1hiab @
2A()
@a@b
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0ic
 @A(
0)
@0c
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i 
d@A(00)
@00d
h00
  12
Z
DD0D00h 1a
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0i2bc @
2A(0)
@0b@0c
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i 
d@A(00)
@00d
h00
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  12
Z
DD0D00h 1a
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0ib
 @A(
0)
@0b
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i h
00icd @
2A(00)
@00c@00d
h00
+ 24
Z
DD0D00D000h 1a
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0ib@A(
0)
@0b
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i h
00i
 c@A(
00)
@00c
Ux(
00; 000)
h00000i 
d@A(000)
@000d
h000 ; (B.4)
where we abbreviated h  hx(), h0  hx(0) and so on. For a scalar with covariant
derivative D =   _abD _ab, we nd
WD = 
Z
Dh 1hi _ab @
3A()
@ _@a@b
h
+ 2
Z
DD0h 1hi _a @
2A()
@ _@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
b@A(0)
@0b
h0
+ 2
Z
DD0h 1a
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0i _b @
2A(0)
@0 _@0b
h0
 
Z
DD0h 1hiab @
2A()
@a@b
Ux(; 
0)
h0i 
_@A(0)
@0 _
h0
 
Z
DD0h 1 _
@A()
@ _
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0iab @
2A(0)
@0a@0b
h0
+ 2
Z
DD0D00h 1 _
@A()
@ _
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0ia@A(
0)
@0a
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i 
b@A(00)
@00b
h00
+ 2
Z
DD0D00h 1a
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0i _@A(
0)
@0 _
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i 
b@A(00)
@00b
h00
+ 2
Z
DD0D00h 1a
@A()
@a
Ux(; 
0)
h0i h
0ib@A(
0)
@0b
Ux(
0; 00)
h000i 
_@A(00)
@00 _
h00 :
(B.5)
In all the above expressions, it is understood that A()  A(Zx()) and so on.
C Derivation of the MHV form factors
In this appendix, we derive our result (4.6) for the tree-level n-point MHV form factors of
all composite operators using the second strategy sketched in section 4.2 of the main text.
To this end, we take our cogwheel Wilson loop (A.5) with 3L edges. For each term in (A.5),
we use the expression (3.2) for the parallel propagators U . Let O = Tr(Dk1A1   DkLAL)
be our local operator with elds dened in (2.9) and let n be the total number of external
on-shell elds.
We consider each cog (or tooth) of the cogwheel Wilson loop separately, see gure 7.
We rst look at the edges of the loop that carry the irreducible elds DkjAj of O, i.e. at
the parallel propagators Uxj (j ; 
0
j). We take the term in (3.2) with (m
0
j mj + 1) A's and
insert external on-shell elds labeled mj ; : : : ;m
0
j into it. We must have mj  m0j , since we
want to emit at least one on-shell particle from the edges that carry the irreducible elds;
otherwise, the derivatives yield zero.
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Figure 7. This gure shows the labels of the on-shell elds attached to each tooth of the cogwheel
Wilson loop. Since the operator bearing edge xj must have at least one external eld attached,
we have the cyclic constraints     m00j 1 < mj  m0j  m00j <    . We denote by Uj ;    the
contributions to the form factors from the dierent sides of the cog.
The calculation is similar to those previously employed in (2.5) and (4.2), and it yields
Uj(mj ;m0j) =
Z hj0jiD~1   D~m0j mj+1
hj~1ih~1~2i    h~m0j mj+10ji
APmj (Zxj (~1))    APm0j (Zxj (
~m0j mj+1))
=
hj0ji
hjpmj i
Qm0j 1
k=mj
hpkpk+1ihpm0j0ji
e
i
Pm0j
k=mj
(xjpk+jpkk)
: (C.1)
We then act on it with the forming operator (3.12) for the irreducible eld DkjAj , take
the operator limit (A.8), (A.9) and set  = 0:
Ij(mj ;m0j) = lim7!FDkjAjUj(mj ;m0j)=0 ; (C.2)
which we write explicitly as
Ij(mj ;m0j) =
 1
hjpmj i
Qm0j 1
k=mj
hpkpk+1ihpm0jji
 m0jX
k=mj
hjpki[pkj ]
!ki
(C.3)
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
 Pm0j
k=mj
hjpki[pkj ]
2
for Aj = F Pm0j
k=mj
hjpki[pkj ]
 Pm0j
k=mj
hjpkifjkg

for Aj =   Pm0j
k=mj
hjpkifjkg
2
for Aj =  Pm0j
k=mj
hjpkifjkg
3
for Aj =   Pm0j
k=mj
hjpkifjkg
4
for Aj = F
9>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>;
e
i
Pm0j
k=mj
xpk
:
Recalling the notation introduced in subsection 4.2, we can write (C.3) as
Ij(mj ;m0j) =  
Pm0j
k=mj
hjpki[pkj ]
Nj nj Pm0j
k=mj
hjpkifjkg
nj
hjpmj i
Qm0j 1
k=mj
hpkpk+1ihpm0jji
e
i
Pm0j
k=mj
xpk
:
(C.4)
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Using a slight generalization of the identity 
mX
k=1
Ck
!N
=
X
1k1k2kNm
N !
M(fk1; : : : ; kNg)!Ck1    CkN ; (C.5)
we can rewrite (C.4) as
Ij(mj ;m0j) =  
e
i
Pm0j
k=mj
xpk
hjpmj i
Qm0j 1
k=mj
hpkpk+1ihpm0jji
X
mjBj;1Bj;Njm0j
0@ NjY
k=1
hjpBj;ki
1A

X
2SNj
fj(Bj;1)g    fj(Bj;nj )g[p(Bj;nj+1)j ]    [p(Bj;Nj )j ]
M(fBj;1; : : : ; Bj;Njg)!
:
(C.6)
In addition to the factor (C.6), a contribution from the two edges of the Wilson loop
on the left and right of xj occurs, which are not acted on by derivative operators. Similarly
to Uj , we can compute the contributions from the two other sides of the cogwheel tooth,
see gure 7. Specically, we nd
U 0j(m00j 1;mj) =
h00j 1ji
h00j 1pm00j 1+1i
Qmj 2
k=m00j 1+1
hpkpk+1ihpmj 1ji
e
i
Pmj 1
k=m00
j 1+1
x0jpk
(C.7)
if m00j 1 < mj   1 and U 0j = 1 if m00j 1 = mj   1. Finally, we get
U 00j (m0j ;m00j ) =
h0j00j i
h0jpm0j+1i
Qm00j 1
k=m0j+1
hpkpk+1ihpm00j 00j i
e
i
Pm00j
k=m0
j
+1
x00j pk
(C.8)
if m0j < m
00
j and U 00j = 1 if m0j = m00j . After taking the operator limit (A.8) and (A.9),
these yield
I 0j(m00j 1;mj) =
hnji
hnpm00j 1+1i
Qmj 2
k=m00j 1+1
hpkpk+1ihpmj 1ji
e
i
Pmj 1
k=m00
j 1+1
xpk
(C.9)
as well as
I 00j (m0j ;m00j ) =
hjni
hjpm0j+1i
Qm00j 1
k=m0j+1
hpkpk+1ihpm00j ni
e
i
Pm00j
k=m0
j
+1
xpk
: (C.10)
As for U 0j and U 00j , we have by denition that I 0j(m00j 1;mj) = 1 if m00j 1 = mj   1 and
that I 00j (m0j ;m00j ) = 1 if m0j = m00j . The position-space form factor of the operator O is now
obtained by taking the product of all (C.4), (C.9) and (C.10) with 1  j  L and then
summing over all possible indices mj , m
0
j and m
00
j . Since the irreducible elds are placed
on the edges xj , we see from gure 7 that we can have     m00j 1 < mj  m0j  m00j <    .
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Figure 8. The contributions to the emissions of positive helicity gluons from the dierent edges
combine in the operator limit.
Hence, the sum is cyclic over 1  m1  m01  m001 < m2  m02  m002 < m3     < mL 
m0L  m00L = m1 + n  1 and we write for the form factor:
FO(1; : : : ; n;x) =
X
fmj ;m0j ;m00j g
LY
j=1
I 0j(m00j 1;mj)Ij(mj ;m0j)I 00j (m0j ;m00j ) : (C.11)
Let us now for simplicity denote by ~Ij , ~I 0j and ~I 00j the contributions (C.4), (C.9) and (C.10)
stripped o the exponential factors. We can almost immediately perform the sum over the
mj , m
0
j and m
00
j , leaving in (C.11) only the sums over the Bi;j that are contained implicitly
in the Ij . In order to do that, it turns out to be useful to rewrite the MHV prefactor
of (C.6) as
1
hjpmj i
Qm0j 1
k=mj
hpkpk+1ihpm0jji
=
hjpBj;1i
hjpmj i
QBj;1 1
k=mj
hpkpk+1i
 1
hjpBj;1i
QBj;Nj 1
k=Bj;1
hpkpk+1ihpBj;Nj ji

hpBj;Nj jiQ
k=Bj;Nj
hpkpk+1ihpm0jji
: (C.12)
Using multiple times the following telescopic Schouten identity
habi
ha1i    hmbi+
m 1X
k=1
habihbci
ha1i    hkbihb(k + 1)i    hmci+
hbci
hb1i    hmci =
haci
ha1i    hmci ; (C.13)
we can then show the identity
X
Bj;Njm0jm00j<mj+1Bj+1;1
hpBj;Nj ji~I 00j (m0j ;m00j )~I 0j+1(m00j ;mj+1)hj+1pBj+1;1iQ
k=Bj;Nj
hpkpk+1ihpm0jjihj+1pmj+1i
QBj+1;1 1
k=mj+1
hpkpk+1i
=
hpBj;Nj pBj+1;1iQBj+1;1 1
k=Bj;Nj
hpkpk+1i
: (C.14)
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Thus, the auxiliary spinor n in ~I 0j and ~I 00j , which could not be part of our nal result, drops
out. In fact, the identity (C.14) is the direct consequence of the following identity for the
parallel propagators Ux(; 
0
j)Ux(
0
j ; 
00
j )Ux(
00
j ; j+1)Ux(j+1;
~) = Ux(; ~), see gure 8,
which holds after taking the operator limit.
Hence, using (C.11), the expression (C.6) and the identity (C.14), we obtain after
Fourier transforming the claimed result (4.6). In particular, the rst and the last term in
the product at the end of the rst line of (C.6) always cancel with corresponding terms in
the denominator on the right hand side of (C.12) and the global sign in (C.6).
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